INTRODUCTION
============

Chloroplasts and mitochondria originated from free-living bacterial ancestors ([@gkr1084-B1],[@gkr1084-B2]). During evolution, the vast majority of the endosymbionts' genes were transferred to the nucleus. Current chloroplasts and mitochondria genomes encode only a fraction of the genetic information. Therefore, numerous nuclear encoded factors are imported into the organelles to maintain organelle biogenesis. The nuclear encoded factors either originated from the symbiont, the host nucleus, or are novel factors acquired after endosymbiosis. Consequently, the biochemical and genetic features of plant organelles arose in the context of coordinated co-evolution between the organellar and nuclear genomes. Genome sequencing has revealed the presence of large families of proteins and/or motifs whose functions have not been assigned or validated. Genome sequencing of *Arabidopsis thaliana* identified one such group, the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) motif, comprising a degenerate motif of 35 amino acids (aa), similar to the tetratricopeptide (TPR) repeat ([@gkr1084-B3]). The PPR-containing proteins normally have a tandem array of PPR motifs and are found in all eukaryotes ([@gkr1084-B4]). All known PPR proteins are nuclear encoded, yet most are predicted to be localized in mitochondria or chloroplasts ([@gkr1084-B5]). Their origin is unknown; however, the PPR protein is likely to have been acquired for maintaining the symbiotic organelles.

PPR proteins are particularly expanded in vesicular plants: plant genomes encode nearly 500, whereas animal genomes encode few to several dozens, with the exception of 28 PPRs in trypanosoma ([@gkr1084-B4],[@gkr1084-B6]). Many genetic studies found that PPR proteins have essential roles in diverse plant phenomena, such as maintenance of chloroplasts and mitochondria ([@gkr1084-B4]), organelle-to-nuclear signaling ([@gkr1084-B7]), embryogenesis ([@gkr1084-B8]), fertility restoration of cytoplasmic male sterility ([@gkr1084-B9]), abiotic stress response ([@gkr1084-B10]) and metabolite biosynthesis ([@gkr1084-B11]). These PPR proteins are proposed to interact with a single, or a small subset of, specific RNA molecule(s), and affect various aspects of RNA metabolism, including RNA editing ([@gkr1084-B12]), splicing ([@gkr1084-B13]), cleavage ([@gkr1084-B14]), RNA stability ([@gkr1084-B15]), translation or some combination of these functions ([@gkr1084-B16]). Several PPR proteins have been shown to interact with RNA by *in vitro* studies ([@gkr1084-B17; @gkr1084-B18; @gkr1084-B19; @gkr1084-B20]), or by co-immunoprecipitation ([@gkr1084-B21],[@gkr1084-B22]), and it is suggested that the PPR motif itself does not catalyze any RNA processing. Alternatively, it is suggested that PPR proteins act as adapters, with the tandem array of PPR motifs facilitating binding to nucleic acids in a sequence-specific manner.

Recently, the structure of a mitochondrial RNA polymerase containing two PPR motifs has been solved ([@gkr1084-B23]). The 35-aa PPR motif forms a pair of anti-parallel α-helices. A protein with a long PPR tract is predicted to form consecutive helical hairpins to form a super helical structure. The helical-hairpin model has been experimentally confirmed by circular dichroism spectrum analysis and analytical ultracentrifugation using maize PPR5 ([@gkr1084-B24]). Structural prediction suggests that helix A of the PPR motif is located at the concave surface. The inner face of the protein is positively charged, which might provide an interface for interaction with nucleic acids ([@gkr1084-B25]). Several hypotheses have been proposed for the RNA interacting residues ([@gkr1084-B3],[@gkr1084-B26],[@gkr1084-B27]). However, little is understood about the molecular basis of PPR/RNA interaction, and experimental support is lacking.

Here, we present an initial biochemical analysis of the PPR motif involved in RNA interaction, using an *Arabidopsis* PPR protein, HCF152. First, we determined the functional criterion of the PPR motif, the definition of which is currently controversial among domain search programs. Experiments using a series of truncated proteins with two PPR motifs showed remarkable differences in RNA binding affinities among PPR motifs. Amino acid substitution and structural modeling identified five aa \[the 1st, 4th, 8th 12th and ii (−2nd) aa\] putatively forming the RNA interacting surface. We addressed the nucleobase specificity by a SELEX assay of the full-length protein and a binding assay using ribonucleotide homo-polymer and the truncated proteins. The results identified aa that are putatively involved in affinity for RNA and in recognizing specific nucleobases. We also revealed complex connections of the RNA interacting residues between intra- or inter motif(s).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Production of mini-PPR proteins and mutagenized proteins
--------------------------------------------------------

Mini-PPR proteins were produced by PCR amplification from the corresponding DNA sequence using the oligonucleotides shown in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1). The PCR product was inserted into the pBAD/Thio-TOPO vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), allowing the protein to be expressed as an N-terminal thioredoxin fusion protein with six histidine residues at the C-terminus. Expression and purification of the mini-PPR proteins and the full-length HCF152 protein (HCF152/F) were performed as described previously ([@gkr1084-B28]), and their purities were verified ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). The expression vectors for the mutagenized proteins were prepared as shown in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1).

Preparation of RNA probes
-------------------------

Preparation of the ^32^P-labeled Dd120 RNA was performed as described previously ([@gkr1084-B17]). Briefly, a PCR fragment containing a T7 promoter sequence and a 120-mer *Arabidopsis* chloroplast DNA fragment (Dd120) was used to transcribe an (α-^32^P) UTP-labeled RNA probe. The non-radioactive RNAs for the competitive gel shift assay were produced by T7 Ribomax (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and appropriate DNA fragments. The ribonucleotide homo-polymer RNA probes (N~25~; A~25~, U~25~, G~25~ and C~25~, [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)) were chemically synthesized (Dharmacon, Boulder, CO, USA). A linker sequence was attached at the 5′-end of the homo-nucleotide 25-mer, to normalize the radiolabeling efficiency. The 5′-end-^32^P-labeled N~25~ probe was prepared using (γ-^32^P) ATP and polynucleotide kinase.

Gel shift assay
---------------

The gel shift assay was performed as previously described ([@gkr1084-B29]). Briefly, various amounts of the recombinant protein were incubated with (α-^32^P)-labeled Dd120 RNA probe (250 pM) in 20 µl of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 40 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl~2~, 0.05 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT and 8% glycerol (w/v) at 25°C for 15 min. Samples were then subjected to 10% native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), using Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer. Gels were dried and imaged with a FLA-3000 (Fuji Photo Film, Tokyo, Japan). The overall apparent *K*~D~ value was determined from the concentration of protein at which 50% of the RNA probe bound, as an indication of the RNA binding affinity. A competitive gel shift assay was performed using HCF152/F (100 nM) and the ^32^P-labeled Dd120 RNA probe (250 pM), with the addition of 160 mM KCl and 0.5 mg/ml heparin.

Structural modeling
-------------------

The structure model for the *Arabidopsis* HCF152 protein was automatically constructed using the Phyre program and the full-length sequence of HCF152 protein as the query ([@gkr1084-B30]) (<http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre/>). From the built models, a 148-aa region (from aa 376 to 523; eight helixes including three PPR motifs and a PPR motif-like structure), was identified using a template of *O*-GlucNAc transferase, was used for the analysis. Visualization and evaluation of the structure model was carried out using the Mac Pymol software (<http://pymol.org/>).

Systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We used a strategy based on the original SELEX method of Tuerk and Gold ([@gkr1084-B31]). The double-stranded DNA template for the initial RNA pool was obtained by annealing SELEX_B\_lig and SELEX_B\_25-F ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)) and an extension oligonucleotide. The DNA was gel-purified and used for transcription of the initial RNA pool, using T7 Ribomax (Promega). The selection was performed by beads or gel selection. Prior to beads selection, the initial RNA pool (2000 pmol) was mixed with Ni-NTA resin (Promega) in the binding buffer \[50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 40 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl~2~, 0.05 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA\] containing 1 mg/ml BSA to remove the RNA species adsorbing to the Ni-NTA resin. Meanwhile, the HCF152/F protein (200 pmol, Protein: RNA = 1:10) ([@gkr1084-B28]) was immobilized on 20 µl of Ni-NTA resin. The pre-treated RNA was mixed with the protein-immobilized resin at room temperature for 20 min with gentle flicking, and then washed three times with 1 ml of the binding buffer. The remaining RNA was eluted, together with the protein, by binding buffer containing 200 mM imidazole. Alternatively, for gel-selection, the RNA pool was incubated with the protein in the binding buffer at room temperature for 20 min and subjected to 8% PAGE at 4°C for 45 min (200 mV, 20 mA). After electrophoresis, the gel was excised every 1 cm from the top of the gel, and RNA was extracted in 300 µl of RNA extraction buffer \[300 mM NaAc (pH 5.5), 25 mM EDTA, 1% SDS\]. RNA associated with the HCF152 protein was extracted from gel sections 1 and 2, whereas free RNA was found in sections 6 and 7 ([Supplementary Figure S2C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). The amounts of RNA pool, protein and competitor (yeast RNA) were varied in each round of the selection to increase the stringency ([Supplementary Figure S2B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). The recovered RNA from the beads- or gel-selection was reverse-transcribed to produce cDNA. The cDNA was PCR amplified using the SELEX_B\_25-F and -R oligonucleotides. The obtained DNA fragments were used for subsequent selection or cloned into the vector of the Zero Blunt TOPO PCR cloning kit (Invitrogen) to determine the sequence. The consensus motif was analyzed by MEME (<http://meme.sdsc.edu/meme/intro.html>) with the 21-mer of putative HCF152 binding sequence ([@gkr1084-B17]). The sequence logo of the consensus motif was created by WebLogo (<http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/>). The thioredoxin protein, expressed using empty pBAD/Thio-TOPO vector (Invitrogen), was used as a control protein in the selection.

Filter binding assay (FBA)
--------------------------

The binding reactions of ^32^P-labeled N~25~ RNA (250 pM) and proteins (200 nM) were performed as described above in the gel shift assay with the addition of 160 mM KCl and 0.5 mg/ml heparin. Binding reactions were filtered through stacked nitrocellulose (PROTEIN BA85, 0.45 mm; Schleicher & Schuell, Keene, NH, USA) and nylon membranes (Hybond N^+^; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA) in a slot blot manifold. Slots were washed three times by vacuum filtration with 400 µl of wash buffer (445 mM Tris, 445 mM Boric acid and 1 mM EDTA). The protein--RNA complexes were retained on the nitrocellulose membrane. The RNA that passed through the nitrocellulose was trapped on the nylon membrane underlay. The membranes were dried and analyzed by autoradiography. The ratio of protein--RNA complexes was estimated from the signal intensity on the nitrocellulose membrane against that of both nitrocellulose and nylon membranes.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The aa sequences of 5669 *Arabidopsis* PPR motifs were obtained from Uniprot (IPR002885; <http://www.uniprot.org/>). According to the IDs of the sequences, the distances between PPR motifs were calculated from their starting positions, and sequences were eliminated that had a distance of \>10 between motifs. As a result, 4614 sequences were selected. The intra- and inter-motif connections between the corresponding positions of the aa \[1st, 4th, 8th, 12th aa and 'ii' (−2nd)\] of the forward and behind motifs were estimated by a chi-squared test. This used the actual and theoretical values, which were classified from their aa properties, i.e. hydrophobic (G, A, V, L, I, P, M, F, W), hydrophilic and neutral (S, T, C, N, Q, Y), hydrophilic and acidic (D, E), and hydrophilic and basic (K, R, H).

RESULTS
=======

Two pairs of PPR motifs in the Pfam model confer RNA binding activity
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The PPR proteins typically comprise a tandem array of dozens of PPR motifs, which are assumed to provide a sequence-specific RNA binding capacity. A previous study using the HCF152 protein (12 PPR motifs) reported that the full-length protein had high affinity and robust specificity for the target RNA molecules. However, truncated proteins displayed partial RNA binding properties, and at least two PPR motifs were required to detect the RNA binding activity ([@gkr1084-B17]).

In this study, we aimed to simplify the analysis of the protein--RNA interaction using truncated proteins containing PPR motifs that were as short as possible. However, the definition of the length and start position of a PPR motif is currently controversial among the domain search programs. The PPR motif was originally identified as a 35-aa motif, and later the PPR motif was sub-divided into P (classical PPR; 35 aa), PPR-like S (short; 31 aa), PPR-like L1 (long; 35 aa) and L2 (36 aa) from their sequence characteristics ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@gkr1084-B5]). The Pfam model defines the 1st aa of the PPR motif as the beginning of helix A (<http://Pfam.sanger.ac.uk/>, PF01535; Val of PPR in [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, the PROSITE model defines the 1st aa as the loop before helix A (<http://expasy.org/prosite/>, PS51375; 34th aa for the Pfam, Asp of S to L2 in [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}A), to compensate for the length differences among the PPR sub-types ([@gkr1084-B5]). Figure 1.Amino acid sequence of the PPR motif and its RNA binding activities. (**A**) The consensus aa sequences for PPR and TPR motifs in the Pfam models (PF01535 and PF00515, respectively). The sequences of PPR subtypes, S (PPR-like short), P (classical PPR), L1 (PPR-like long) and L2, are also shown, whose numbering are coincident with the PROSITE model (PS51375). The helix and loop structure is schematically represented. The number above the sequence indicates the first digit of the position of the PPR motif in the Pfam model. Positions containing conserved aa in either TPR and PPR motifs are shaded in gray. The 34th aa is re-designated as the 'ii' aa (see the text). (**B**) The RNA binding affinity of the HCF152 truncated proteins. The gel shift assay was performed with the Dd120 RNA probe and several dilutions of the indicated proteins; the proteins having two PPR motif (HCF/3&4 and 7&8), but conforming to different motif models (Pfam or PROSITE); or the proteins containing a single PPR motif (HCF/P3, P4, P7 and P8). The apparent *K*~D~ values are graphically shown. The original gel image is shown in [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1). (**C**) Helical wheel model and the position of aa. The aa forming helix A of the PPR motif in (A) are plotted on the model with the positions indicated.

We first addressed the RNA binding activity of truncated proteins containing two PPR motifs of two different PPR models. The gel shift assay was performed using the Dd120 RNA probe, which contains the putative target RNA sequence for HCF152 \[coding region of chloroplast *psbH* and following untranslated region (UTR); [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)\] ([@gkr1084-B17]). Multiple species of protein--RNA complexes were observed in the gel shift assay ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)), assuming a non-cooperative binding model. This complexity allowed us to estimate the overall apparent *K*~D~ value from the concentration of protein in which 50% of the RNA probe bound, as an indication of the RNA binding activity. From the apparent *K*~D~, the proteins of the Pfam model displayed definite RNA binding activities; however, the proteins in the PROSITE model were less active (or not detected; [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}B), indicating that the Pfam model is relevant to the functionality.

We also re-examined the RNA binding activity of proteins containing a single PPR motif, which showed no activity in a previous study ([@gkr1084-B17]). Consistent with the previous results, three out of four tested motifs demonstrated extremely low binding affinities (*K*~D~ \>2500 nM; [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}B), suggesting that it is hard to compare the RNA binding characteristics of single PPR motifs using our current experimental conditions. Thus, we decided to analyze the RNA binding properties of a series of truncated proteins consisting of two PPR motifs (mini-PPR proteins) derived from the HCF152 protein, following the Pfam criterion.

Characterization of RNA binding activities of mini-PPR proteins
---------------------------------------------------------------

A typical PPR protein consists of tandem and seamless arrays of PPR motifs. Therefore, eight mini-PPR proteins were constructed (2nd and 3 rd, 3 rd and 4th, 5th and 6th, 6th and 7th, 7th and 8th, 8th and 9th, 9th and 10th and 10th and 11th PPR motifs; [Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Several pairs of PPR motifs were not used (1st and 2nd, 4th and 5th and 11th and 12th), because they contain intervening aa (48, 77 and 19 aa, respectively). While the apparent *K*~D~ for the full-length HCF152 protein was estimated as 7.6 nM, the RNA binding activities of the various mini-PPR proteins were significantly different ([Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}B). From the apparent *K*~D~, the difference in RNA binding activity was \>200-fold from the highest (9.7 nM; HCF/5&6) to the lowest (*K*~D~ \>2500 nM; HCF/6&7; [Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}C), indicating that the pairs of PPR motifs had different RNA interacting natures. Figure 2.Mini-PPR proteins and their RNA binding activities. (**A**) Schematic representation of the full-length HCF152 protein (HCF152/F) and the mini-PPR proteins used in this study (HCF/2&3, 3&4, 5&6, 6&7, 7&8, 8&9, 9&10 and 10&11). Open boxes show PPR motifs. (**B**) The RNA binding activities of the full-length HCF152 and the mini-PPR proteins. The RNA binding activities were determined by gel shift assays, as described in [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}, and plotted. The original gel image is shown in [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1). The symbols corresponding to the full-length and the mini-PPR proteins are shown at the right of panel. The dashed line indicates 50% of RNA probe bound. (**C**) Sequences of the mini-PPR proteins and their RNA binding activities. The unique aa of the PPR motif are shown sorted by their extent of RNA binding activities (the apparent *K*~D~) with their standard deviations (*n*≥3). The *K*~D~ for HCF152/F is also shown. ND means not detected (the *K*~D~ of \>2500 nM). The 3 rd, 6th, 7th, 10th and later aa of PPR motif are not shown. Hydrophobic, hydrophilic & neutral, basic and acidic aa are colored in blue, green, red and orange, respectively.

Helix A has been predicted to be responsible for PPR\'s RNA interaction ([@gkr1084-B3],[@gkr1084-B25]). The conserved residues, in either PPR or TPR motifs (3rd, 6th, 7th and 10th aa), are mostly hydrophobic (or Tyr; [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). When the residues are plotted on a conventional helical wheel model with a periodicity of 3.67 aa per turn, these aa are positioned on one side, presumably for helix formation, as indicated previously ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Therefore, the RNA binding surface would lie on the opposite side. The aa sequences of the mini-PPR proteins were sorted in order of their *K*~D~, i.e. the extent of RNA binding activity, with designation of the 1st and 2nd PPR motifs in the mini-PPR protein as the forward and behind motif, respectively ([Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}C). The aa were highly diverse, and conservation of particular aa species was not found in the PPR motifs of either high or low activity proteins.

Survey of aa involved in the RNA interaction
--------------------------------------------

To identify the aa involved in the RNA interaction, the RNA binding activity was examined in mutants of HCF/5&6 with three regions of aa substitutions. First, the residues in helix A from the 2nd to 11th positions based on the helical wheel model (2nd, 9th, 5th, 12th, 1st, 8th, 4th and 11th aa; [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}C) were substituted. Second, the 13th and 14th aa of the loop region connecting helix A and B were substituted. Finally, the 34th aa located in the loop region in the front of helix A, which has been proposed to be involved in the RNA interaction \[position 1 in the reference ([@gkr1084-B27])\], was substituted. The 34th aa was re-designated as 'ii' (-2nd) in this study, because the functionality of a PPR motif was retained in the Pfam criterion ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}B), whereas the position should be designated as two aa before the 1st aa of next PPR motif, rather than as the 34th aa (see below).

The aa substitutions were performed by the introduction of alanine, or by an aa that could be found in other PPR motifs in HCF152, based on the hypothesis that the substitutions might reveal the different RNA binding activities of the mini-PPR proteins. Substitution was considered significant if a more than 10-fold reduction of the *K*~D~ compared with the original HCF/5&6 protein was observed. By this criterion, substitutions into the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 8th, 9th, 12th, 14th and 'ii' aa caused reduction in RNA binding, whereas those in the 5th, 11th and 13th aa did not ([Figure 3](#gkr1084-F3){ref-type="fig"}A). When the residues located in the loop between helix A and B were substituted, substitutions of the 14th aa reduced RNA binding, whereas those at the 13th aa had no effect. The 14th aa contains a conserved glycine in both PPR and TPR motifs ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}A), suggesting a common contribution to both motifs. Thus, the 14th aa was not analyzed further. Notably, introduction of Asn into the 4th aa (5&6/5-T4N) and Lys into the 8th aa (5&6/6-S8K) of HCF/5&6 caused reductions. These aa are frequently observed in other mini-PPR protein with high RNA binding affinity (ex. 4th Asn in the HCF/8&9 and 3&4, [Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}C). This suggests that the RNA interaction may be dependent on the combination of a plurality of aa, as well as the individual aa characteristics. Figure 3.RNA binding affinities of the mini-PPR proteins carrying aa substitution(s). The gel shift assay was performed as described in [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The apparent *K*~D~ was estimated from [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1) and shown. (**A**) RNA binding affinity for the derivatives of HCF/5&6. The motif and position of the substituted aa is denoted in the protein name. The dashed line indicates the 10-fold reduction of RNA binding affinity from that of HCF/5&6. (**B**) Coordinated action of 12th aa for the RNA interaction. The residues involved in the RNA interaction are shown with the substituted aa (underlined). The RNA binding activities (*K*~D~) are shown at the right. ND indicates a *K*~D~ of \>2500 nM. The aa color scheme follows that of [Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}.

One such combination of aa could be found at the 12th aa, a conserved basic residue of which has been postulated as a generalized RNA anchor in the PPR--RNA interaction ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@gkr1084-B3],[@gkr1084-B25]). The substitution of the 12th Lys to His, another basic residue, resulted in similar RNA binding activity to that of the original protein (5&6/5-K12H; [Figure 3](#gkr1084-F3){ref-type="fig"}B). The introduction of Asn at the same position reduced the RNA binding activity (5&6/5-K12N), and the reduction was partially recovered by introduction of Lys in the 12th aa of another PPR motif (5&6/5-K12N/6-N12K). The results suggested that the 12th basic residue promotes the RNA interaction. However, the aa substituted protein containing a basic aa at the 12th position of both PPR motifs displayed a reduced RNA binding activity (5&6/6-N12R). The reduction was partially recovered by the removal of the basic 12th aa from one motif (Met-Arg; 5&6/5K12M/6-N12R). These results suggest a pair of basic and neutral (hydrophilic or hydrophobic) 12th aa are involved in the RNA interaction, and that there is an interaction of the 12th aa with adjoining PPR motifs in the mini-PPR protein.

Putative RNA interacting surface in the predicted PPR structure
---------------------------------------------------------------

A series of substitutions suggested that seven aa (1st, 2nd, 4th, 8th, 9th, 12th and 'ii') could be involved in RNA interaction. The 1st, 4th, 8th and 12th aa are located side by side, whereas the 2nd and 9th aa are separate on helix A ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}C), and the 'ii' aa is predicted to be positioned in the loop before helix A. To gain some structural insight, we constructed a structural model of HCF152. The Phyre software automatically presented several structural models for the full-length HCF152 protein using several TPR proteins as templates, with an E-value of \<2× 10^−6^, which has been considered reliable ([@gkr1084-B32],[@gkr1084-B33]). Modeling using the 148-aa region (376th to 523rd aa; eight helixes, including three PPR motifs and a PPR-like structure) displayed highly similar models using several templates ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)) and was also highly similar to previous structural models for PPR proteins ([@gkr1084-B25],[@gkr1084-B27]). Structural prediction using other PPR proteins as queries also resulted in similar models. Therefore, we considered that the principal structure of above packed helixes would be reliable and further analyzed the model using *O*-GlucNAc transferase. The structural model suggested that the 1st, 4th, 8th and 12th aa are on the solvent-exposed surface and form a line, supporting the hypothesis that they act as the RNA binding surface of the PPR motif ([Figure 4](#gkr1084-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Structural model of HCF152. (**A**) Cartoon diagram of the model of the 148 aa from HCF152 containing a PPR-like helical structure (P′) and three PPR motifs (5th, 6th and 7th PPR motifs; P5-P7). The helical repeats are colored alternately in blue or yellow. The side chains of aa involved in the RNA interaction are shown by sticks (1st, 2nd, 4th, 8th, 9th, 12th and 'ii' aa). N and C indicate the N- and C-terminus, respectively. (**B**) Magnification of the model containing the 5th and 6th PPR motif. The numbers of residues in the 5th motif are shown. Residue for which mutations had reduced RNA binding activity are colored in red (1st, 2nd, 4th, 8th, 9th, 12th, 14th and 'ii' aa; or salmon pink for the corresponding position, but not experimentally determined). Residues for which mutations had no effect (5th, 11th and 13th aa) are displayed in blue (or light blue for the corresponding position), respectively. (**C**) Surface representation of the model. The numbers and colors of the residues are the same as in (B).

The positions of the 'ii' aa are disordered in this model; it faced the 1st aa of the same motif or behind motif, or occasionally in another direction, depending on the template structure ([Figure 4](#gkr1084-F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The result shown in [Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}B indicates that the position of 'ii' aa is relevant at the end of a PPR motif (34th aa of the Pfam criterion). The model suggests the 'ii' aa acts with the residues in the last helix A ([Figure 4](#gkr1084-F4){ref-type="fig"}B); however, the PPR subtypes have length differences in this loop region ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Therefore, the position could be relevant to define the two aa before the 1st aa of the next motif, rather than the 34th aa. The 2nd and 9th aa might be important in maintaining the overall structure. The aa are predicted to be on the facing surface of helix A and B. Based on biochemical analysis and structural modeling, we proposed that five aa (1st, 4th, 8th, 12th and 'ii') organize the RNA binding surface of the PPR motif.

Nucleobase specificity of PPR motifs
------------------------------------

We next addressed the most intriguing issue of PPR function, namely how each member recognizes the distinct RNA target, and how the above five RNA interacting residues are involved in RNA recognition. A previous study identified that the HCF152 protein interacts with RNAs, including the 21-mer of the UTR between chloroplast *psbH* and *petB, in vitro* ([@gkr1084-B17]). To gain further insight, we adapted a SELEX assay to the full-length HCF152 protein of 12 PPR motifs. An RNA pool containing a random 30-mer window was mixed with the recombinant full-length HCF152 protein containing a histidine tag. The bound RNA was enriched by purification on nickel affinity beads (beads selection), or excision of slowly migrating bands, i.e. the protein--RNA complexes, from gels after PAGE (gel selection; [Supplementary Figure S2C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). The bound RNA was reverse transcribed and PCR amplified to produce the RNA pool for subsequent rounds of selection.

After seven rounds of selection, we sequenced 24 independent cDNA clones to obtain the information on the RNA consensus sequence for the binding of HCF152 ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). G/C-rich sequences were frequently acquired in the selected RNAs, using either the HCF152 or control thioredoxin protein as bait, suggesting the G/C-rich sequences might be aptamers that are selected depending our selection procedure. The motif search by MEME found a consensus motif between six representative clones in the 24 HCF152 selected RNA molecules and the previously identified 21-mer of HCF152 target sequence ([@gkr1084-B17]). The consensus motif contains adenine-rich sequences, which were interrupted by guanine or other nucleotides ([Figure 5](#gkr1084-F5){ref-type="fig"}A). The consensus motif was not found either in the RNAs selected using the control thioredoxin protein or from the initial RNA pool. In addition, the SELEX assay using other two PPR proteins resulted in the selection of different contexts of RNA sequences (data not shown), strengthening the identification of the high affinity binding of HCF152 to the RNA molecules containing the consensus motif. The competitive gel shift assay verified that several positively selected sequences specifically bind to the HCF152 protein ([Figure 5](#gkr1084-F5){ref-type="fig"}B). No significant difference was observed in the binding by the selected RNA molecules in the presence or absence of guanine in the consensus motif (H\#15 and H\#21, [Supplementary Figure S2D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). Figure 5.Sequences of HCF152-selected RNA molecules. (**A**) SELEX assay was performed and the sequences of random window of eight RNA molecules are shown with the putative target sequence for HCF152 (HCF, 21-mer). The alignment was performed by MEME. The number of adenine in the 30-mer window and the negatively selected sequences are also shown (H\#1 and H\#19), i.e. those contained in the HCF152 selected RNA pool, but not aligned with Dd120 RNA in the MEME analysis. The RNA species used in competitive gel shift assay are underlined. Nucleobases are colored in red (A), green (U), orange (G) or blue (C). (**B**) Competitive gel shift assay for the selected RNA molecules. The gel shift assay was conducted using the full-length HCF152 and the Dd120 RNA probe with the competitors of non-labeled selected RNA molecules (89-mer, H\#15 & H\#21), as well as Dd120 RNA probe and negatively selected RNA molecules (H\#1 & H\#19). The non-labeled RNA was added at 3- to 100-fold excess over the radiolabeled RNA (w/w). The intensities for protein-RNA complexes were estimated from the intensity of the complex in the absence of competitor RNA, which was set at 100% and the averages (*n*=3) were plotted. The symbols corresponding to the competitor RNAs are shown at the right of the panel. The gel images are shown in [Supplementary Figure S2D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1).

To address the correspondence of the nucleobase versus each PPR motif in HCF152, the nucleobase specificity of the mini PPR protein was analyzed using a synthesized ribonucleotide homo-polymer (N~25~). The binding experiment was performed with a filter-binding assay (FBA), because the G~25~ RNA probe migrates heterogeneously, and the retarded band was stacked at the edge of gel in the gel shift assay. The result was similar to the SELEX assay and the putative target sequence for HCF152: many mini-PPR proteins displayed a high preference for the A~25~ (67--81%; HCF/2&3, 3&4, 5&6, 7&8, 8&9 and 9&10), with a weak preference for the U~25~ ([Figure 6](#gkr1084-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, HCF/3&4 displayed significant affinity to the G~25~ (31 %) in addition to the A~25~. HCF/10&11 displayed a preference for the A~25~ and U~25~ with low affinity (11%), probably because of its low RNA binding affinity (the *K~D~* = 1250 nM, [Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}C). The nucleobase preferences of the mini-PPR proteins are graphically represented in [Figure 7](#gkr1084-F7){ref-type="fig"}B. Figure 6.Nucleobase preference of the mini-PPR proteins. The filter binding assay was conducted with ribonucleotide homo-polymer (A~25~, U~25~, G~25~ and C~25~; 250 pM) and the indicated mini-PPR protein (200 nM). Samples were filtered through the nitrocellulose and nylon membranes layer. The protein--RNA complexes were captured on the nitrocellulose membrane (bound). RNA that passed through the nitrocellulose was retained on the underlay of nylon membrane (free). Averages of the ratio of protein--RNA complexes (fraction bound, %) and the standard deviation (*n* ≥ 3) are shown. Figure 7.Model for the RNA recognition of the HCF152 protein. The examined nucleobase specificity and the residues of HCF152 protein were aligned. (**A**) The sequence logo for the consensus HCF152 binding motif derived from the SELEX assay ([Figure 5](#gkr1084-F5){ref-type="fig"}A). The putative target RNA sequence for HCF152 in chloroplasts is shown above the logo. The sequences are arranged in a 3′ to 5′ orientation, with the position of guanine as an index. (**B**) The result for the nucleobase specificity of mini-PPR protein in [Figure 6](#gkr1084-F6){ref-type="fig"} is graphically shown by the order of preferred nucleobase. (**C**) The putative RNA interacting residues (1st, 4th, 8th, 12th and 'ii' aa) in individual PPR motif are shown in the schematic HCF152 structure. The PPR motifs are colored alternately in blue or orange. The position and predicted structure of intervening aa between PPR motifs are shown as dashed gray lines. The colors of the aa and nucleotides are the same as in [Figures 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#gkr1084-F5){ref-type="fig"}, respectively.

To interpret the results of SELEX and FBA against the putative RNA binding residues of HCF152, we proposed a model where the consensus motif of SELEX assay was arranged in 3′ to 5′ orientation with fitting of a guanine residue to the middle of the 3rd and 4th PPR motif. This was because the HCF3&4 displayed significant preference for guanine and adenine, and the mini-PPR proteins containing 5th to 11th PPR motifs displayed high preferences for adenine ([Figure 7](#gkr1084-F7){ref-type="fig"}).

The 1st, 4th and 'ii' residues were recently suggested to be involved in the determination of nucleobase specificity ([@gkr1084-B27]). By focusing on these residues, the latter half (5th to 12th motif) may be responsible for the recognition of adenine and is rich Val/Ile at the 1st aa ([Figure 7](#gkr1084-F7){ref-type="fig"}C). The Asp/Asn at the 'ii' aa and Asn/Thr at the 4th aa also frequently appeared in the mini-PPR protein, displaying a high preference for adenine. In contrast, the HCF/3&4 displayed a preference for both adenine and guanine and contains several characteristic residues, including 1st (Leu) and 'ii' (Cys), in the 3rd motif, and unique residues at all positions in the 4th motif. Some of the characteristic aa described above might be involved in the preference for adenine and purine (adenine and guanine), respectively.

When the FBA was performed to validate their involvement, the mini-PPR proteins with a single aa substitution at the 1st, 4th or 'ii' residue displayed significant reductions in binding affinities to specific nucleobase(s), as well-reduced affinities to Dd120 RNA (e.g. 3&4/3-L1I; [Supplementary Figures S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1) and [S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). The mini-PPR protein containing a substitution at the 12th residue (5&6/5-K12H) also showed reduced binding affinities to both poly(A) and Dd120 RNA ([Figure 3](#gkr1084-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S6C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)). This suggested that single aa are not sufficient to provide the affinities to specific nucleobases. We did not identify aa-substituted proteins displaying altered nucleobase preferences without reductions in RNA binding affinities.

Statistical analysis for intra-, inter-motif connections for PPR-RNA interaction
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The above results suggested complex connections between the RNA interacting residues in the intra- and inter- motif(s). We therefore statistically examined the intra- and inter-motif connections between the adjoining residues of the 1st, 4th, 8th, 12th and 'ii' aa using 4614 *Arabidopsis* PPR motifs that had fewer than 10 aa between their motifs. The connections were estimated by the deflection between the actual and expected aa distribution at the two positions ([Figure 8](#gkr1084-F8){ref-type="fig"}). The inter-motif connection between the 12th aa was experimentally suggested ([Figure 3](#gkr1084-F3){ref-type="fig"}B). Therefore, the statistics indicated that *P* \< E-10 was a significant connection. Intra-motif connections were observed through the motif from the 1st to 12th aa, with the exception of that between the 'ii' and 1st aa. The strongest intra-motif connection was found for the 8th to 12th interaction. Complex inter-motif connections were also found for several positions. The 4th residue had the most complex intra- (to the 1st, 8th and 'ii' aa) and inter- (to the 1st, 4th and 8th aa of the adjoining motif) connections. Taken together, the RNA interaction of the PPR protein is suggested to be achieved by an RNA binding surface containing a complex connection of residues between neighboring motifs, as well as within a motif. Figure 8.Statistical analysis for the intra- and inter-motif connections. The connections between the adjoining putative RNA interacting residues (1st, 4th, 8th, 12th and 'ii' aa) in the forward (F) and behind (B) motifs were statistically examined using 4614 PPR motifs. The difference between the actual and expected aa distribution was analyzed by a chi-squared test, and the *P*-value is shown. The residues are plotted on a schematic structure of two PPR motifs (forward and behind motif). Helix B is shaded in gray. The connection showing a significant *P*-value (\> E-10) is drawn as a solid line. The original analytical data can be found in [Supplementary Table S3.1-3.22](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1).

DISCUSSION
==========

In the present study, we identified and/or characterized putative RNA interacting residues in the PPR motif *in vitro*. Proteins with multi-repeat RNA binding domains are observed within other classes of RNA binding protein, e.g. RRM, KH and Zinc binding domains. Characterizations of these domains have been performed by dividing the domain into minimum functional units and/or by extensive mutagenesis ([@gkr1084-B34],[@gkr1084-B35]). Accordingly, the present study was mostly conducted using recombinant proteins carrying two PPR motifs.

Characterization of the PPR motif
---------------------------------

Initially, we demonstrated that the Pfam model could be relevant to the PPR motif function, if the motif is defined as a functional unit ([Figure 1](#gkr1084-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). This also suggests the importance of 'ii' aa and its position for PPR function. Whereas a single PPR motif might correspond to a single nucleotide, many proteins carrying a single PPR motif displayed very weak RNA binding affinities. Furthermore, proteins carrying two PPR motifs displayed various RNA binding affinities, e.g. the HCF/5&6 and 7&8 displayed affinity to the RNA, although the overlapping protein of HCF/6&7 did not. The 6th and 7th PPR motif were assigned as PPR motifs with high E-values (1.6 × 10^−5^ and 1.5 × 10^−6^, respectively) compared with other PPR motifs in HCF152 (0.19--1.2 × 10^−6^) by the Pfam program, suggesting that conservation as a PPR motif may not guarantee the RNA binding activity of a protein with two PPR motifs. The high binding activities of several mini-PPR proteins, in contrast to the low activity of HCF6&7 and of the proteins carrying a single PPR motif, suggest that the observed RNA-binding activities may result from a cooperative effect between two motifs, rather than the simple sum of individual motif activities. This might be analogous to the combination of two or more RNA (or DNA) binding domains, such as RRM and the zinc finger domain, that often drastically increase the affinity for the ligand(s) ([@gkr1084-B36],[@gkr1084-B37]).

The apparent *K*~D~ for the full-length HCF152 was estimated as 7.6 nM, which is comparable to those of other characterized PPR proteins \[CRR4 and PpPPR_38 (1.6 and 13.4 nM, respectively)\] ([@gkr1084-B18],[@gkr1084-B38]), and less than those of Rf1 and PPR10 (0.17 and 0.1 nM, respectively) ([@gkr1084-B20],[@gkr1084-B29]). Significant elevation of the binding affinity was not observed between the protein of two PPR motifs (e.g. HCF/5&6, 9.7 nM; [Figure 2](#gkr1084-F2){ref-type="fig"}B) and the full-length protein containing 12 PPR motifs, in contrast to that observed between the proteins of single and two PPR motif(s). This suggests that at least one repetition of the PPR motif might be significant for the RNA binding capacity *in vitro*.

The significant differences in RNA binding activities of the proteins having two PPR motifs may also suggest the presence of PPR motifs of low and high RNA binding affinities, i.e. different contributions of the motifs to the whole protein function. The 'low' motif might be involved in the recognition of specific nucleobases or function as a wobble for adaptation to variant RNA sequences. Thus, RNA binding capacity of respective motifs should be studied using the mutagenized full-length protein both *in vitro* and *in vivo*.

Putative RNA interacting residues in the PPR motif
--------------------------------------------------

The hypothetical RNA binding surface of the PPR motif was initially proposed by the discovery of the motif \[2nd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 12th and 32nd aa, ([@gkr1084-B3])\]. Later, another hypothesis was proposed involving the 4th, 8th and 12th aa on the surface of the PPR motif ([@gkr1084-B26]). Recently, Fujii *et al*. suggested the 1st, 4th and 'ii' aa as the specificity-determining residues, which have been proposed because of their high diversifying rates in restorer-like PPR proteins and a constrain modeling of PPR--RNA complex \[the position 1, 3 and 6 in the reference ([@gkr1084-B27])\]. Complementation tests have indicated the significance of several residues (8th, 12th and 14th aa) for protein functions ([@gkr1084-B39],[@gkr1084-B40]).

The present mutagenesis study demonstrated the involvement of various aa positions in the overall RNA binding capacity of the PPR motif *in vitro*. It is also possible that aa at other positions may be involve in the RNA binding capacity, because the mutagenesis, in this study, was conducted by introductions of few aa species at limited positions. However, this study, combining the mutagenesis and the structural modeling, identified five residues (1st, 4th, 8th, 12th and 'ii') that form a putative RNA interacting surface of the PPR motif. The five residues are exposed on the solvent surface in the determined structure of the PPR motifs in the human mitochondrial RNA polymerase, although the structure did not imply the mechanism of PPR-RNA interaction ([@gkr1084-B23]). The mutagenesis and statistical analyses also suggested that the RNA binding capacity of a PPR motif could involve complex cooperation of the RNA-interacting residues, as well as their individual characteristics, which might be in addition to their hydropathy or charge. We cannot discuss the details of the intra- and inter-connections suggested by statistical analysis here. The aa are highly diverged and are thus less informative for interpreting their functional relevance. For example, when a single substitution was introduced (e.g. the 12th residue) to analyze a connection (e.g. the 8--12 intra-connection), the substitution could involve other connections (e.g. the 12--12 inter connection). This experimental verification requires a systematic, large scale of RNA binding analyses.

Subsequent analyses showed the high preference of the HCF152 protein, and the PPR motifs within, for adenine and purine (adenine and guanine; [Figure 7](#gkr1084-F7){ref-type="fig"}). The nucleobase specificity is consistent with a former study suggesting that the editing factor can distinguish purine/pyrimidine and, at some positions, recognize specific bases ([@gkr1084-B41]). This analyses also indicated the aa signature at 1st, 4th and 'ii' aa, which might be responsible for determining the nucleobase specificity, in agreement with a recent informatics suggestion ([@gkr1084-B27]). However, their significance in nucleobase discrimination is still inconclusive because of the reduction of RNA binding capacity of mini-PPR proteins by aa substitutions. The 4th residue might be particularly important for the PPR function; the substitutions of the 4th residues resulted in severe reductions in RNA binding affinity ([Figure 3](#gkr1084-F3){ref-type="fig"}A), and the 4th residue contains intra- and inter-connections with all adjoining residues ([Figure 8](#gkr1084-F8){ref-type="fig"}). To elucidate a set of aa for nucleobase correspondence, PPR motifs displaying a preference for other nucleobases, such as pyrimidine, must be distinguished in other PPR protein(s) and the residues at the corresponding positions (1st, 4th and 'ii' aa) characterized.

We could not find a correlation between the aa species at the 8th and 12th residues and the nucleobase preferences for the mini-PPR proteins. The importance of the positively charged 12th aa was suggested by the general preference of a basic residue for the phosphate of a nucleic acid ([@gkr1084-B25]), as also shown in [Figure 3](#gkr1084-F3){ref-type="fig"}B. The 12th aa might facilitate the RNA binding capacity of the PPR motif, together with the 8th aa, which contains the highest intra-motif connection with 12th aa at the statistical level ([Figure 8](#gkr1084-F8){ref-type="fig"}). Further analyses will be required to elucidate the characteristics and significances of the putative RNA interacting residues (1st, 4th, 8th, 12th and 'ii') *in vivo*.

This study merely attempted to characterize the RNA binding capacity of PPR motifs in the HCF152 protein, but also presented the sequence context in which the HCF152 protein can bind with high affinity and specificity *in vitro*. All experiments performed here and in a previous study suggested the interaction of HCF152 with an adenine-rich region ([@gkr1084-B17]). However, it should be mentioned that the binding does not necessarily imply the interaction *in vivo*. A previous study of an *hcf152*-deficient strains suggested pleiotropic functions of HCF152, with a pronounced effect in the formation and/or stability of the *psbH* 3′ termini and *petB* 5′ termini. In addition, the HCF152 protein has also been shown to interact with other RNA(s) *in vitro* ([@gkr1084-B17]). A recent report proposed a direct binding of HCF152 to the *psbH* 3′ and *petB* 5′ over-lapping region ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1084/DC1)) ([@gkr1084-B15]). It is also possible that the HCF152 protein interacts with other sequence(s), because of competition for binding to multiple proteins, or the folding of RNA into alternate structures, in chloroplasts. Determination of the *in vivo* effect of the binding of HCF152 to the proposed region and the mode of action of HCF152 in RNA processing(s) requires substantial analyses, combining *in vitro* RNA binding assays and complementation tests, using mutagenized proteins. The results presented here could facilitate the understanding of the molecular actions of PPR proteins, including HCF152, further the elucidation of the set of aa responsible for nucleobase discrimination.
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